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Dear Reader,
The last quarter closed on a positive
note with a decent rise in industrial
activity and inflow of enquiries and
orders. We expect this upward trend
to continue.
We are proud to announce that one
of our latest introductions, a 1.6
tonne 3-wheel electric forklift won
the CII Design Excellence Award for
2014. This new and contemporary
model includes several innovations.
Another relatively less known lift
truck from our range has been steadily gaining acceptance in the market
– the Godrej Articulated Forklift.
Though unconventional in concept, it
makes a great business proposition.
Most customers who operate
warehouses are able to very quickly
grasp the tremendous operational
efficiency and money saving potential this forklift offers. Repeat orders
are a testimony to that. Read about
how one of our customers benefited
from this concept.

1.6 TONNE 3 WHEELER

ELECTRIC
FORKLIFT
WINNER OF
CII DESIGN EXCELLENCE
2014 AWARD

Our partners Crown Equipment have
introduced a QuickPick Remote
Advance system that suddenly
makes order picking automation
more affordable and less intimidating. Read about this very innovative
productivity booster in this issue.
Customers expect an electric forklift
to run a full shift on a single battery
charge. Why not expect that from
cleaning equipment? Tennant of
USA have developed the T17 ride-on
scrubber that does just that besides
offering many other advantages over
other models.
We hope you find this issue of
Liftech informative and interesting.
Do get in touch with your nearest
Godrej branch or authorized dealer
for more information. We’re always
glad to help.

Cheers!
Godrej Material Handling

Disclaimer
This content is the intellectual property of Godrej & Boyce Mfg.Co.Ltd, Godrej Material Handling and
is copyright protected and legally privileged. Unauthorized copying, reproduction or distribution of
this information would amount to an infringement of law and would invite applicable penalties.
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GAINING RECOGNITION
AT CII DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARD 2014

Besides
functionality and
specification,
a lot of attention
to operator
ergonomics and
lines of
the machine
resulted in a
product that is
truly distinctive

W

e wanted to extend our range of 3-wheel
electric forklifts to the next model – 1.6 tonne
capacity. One of our young design engineers was
given charge of this project with the mandate to look
at this model from an international perspective. It
had to be Made in India, Made for the World.
A study of what kind of customers would use this
forklift and for what applications, formed the foundation for the specification. We then reviewed the top 5
global players offerings in this range and gained
sufficient insights to go ahead with development.
During the journey we gained new capabilities –
indigenous development of wet disc brakes,
electro-hydraulic controls and adapting a rear wheel
drive power train with power steering for forklift
operations. The forklift meets Indian and ISO safety

standards. Besides functionality and specification,
a lot of attention to operator ergonomics and lines
of the machine resulted in a product that is
truly distinctive.
We are happy and proud that this new model was
awarded the CII Design Excellence Award for 2014
for Industrial Design under the sub-category Tools,
Equipment and Gauges at an even hosted by the CII
(Confederation of Indian Industry) in November 2014.
The CII Design Excellence Award is are cognition
and celebration of Indian design. This award discovers new paradigms of design in India, which answers
the call of making Indian industry and manufacturing
more competitive and innovative. The award
presents the emerging face of design in India and its
newer manifestations.
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VERSATILE FORKLIFTS
FOR NEW GENERATION WAREHOUSES

T

here are many different pressures on businesses
Different lift truck makers have invented different
that use racking systems for storage of palletized
solutions to address these challenges and over the
goods. But irrespective of the business or industry,
years a wide variety of machines have evolved to
one common challenge all of them face is maximizserve in racking systems. Warehouses thus typically
ing
the
utilization
of
use counterbalance forklifts
warehouse space. Since the
for fast movement in the
Since the goods to be handled is
goods to be handled is a
open areas and outdoors to
a
given
for
a
particular
business,
given for a particular
load and unload goods
space utilization often boils
business, space utilization
carriers, while they use
often boils down to the
stackers, reach trucks and
down to the racking system and
racking
system
and
man-up machines in the
handling equipment used.
handling equipment used.
racking system.
All types of fork trucks
require space to operate in and it’s a trade-off
A variety of fork trucks at one site involves training
between reaching as high as possible, while keeping
operators to use different equipment, building differthe required aisle space to a minimum.
ent maintenance skills and managing a variety in
spares inventory to service these machines, not to
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VERSATILE FORKLIFTS
FOR NEW GENERATION WAREHOUSES
mention the often high capex involved and the
productivity impact of having to use different
machines for different tasks in a warehouse.
Imagine if you could get just one type of forklift that
could combine the indoor-outdoor capability, operator friendliness, productivity and low operating cost
of the conventional counterbalance forklift with the
narrow aisle, high reach capability of a stock picker?
A forklift which allows you to pick pallets from a lorry,
transfer them to the aisle, stack them up to 12metres
high and does this in an aisle less than 2m wide.
Godrej offers a range of such forklifts. They are
known as Articulated Forklifts.
Over the last few years, Godrej have supplied over
250 of these machines across industry sectors in
India. These machines have favourably impacted
warehouse operations cost of their owners while
bumping up productivity. We are happy to share with
you the success story of an logistics company in
Chennai to illustrate these principles.
This logistics company had two warehouses at site
and was using conventional, selective racking with
2600 mm wide aisles and they had deployed a reach
truck and two stackers for material handling.
Although the racking was G+3, they had sufficient
clear height and wanted to increase storage capacity
with G+5 racking.
Our engineers studied the application, understood
their need to increase pallet positions and provided
two options: The first was to use continue with reach
trucks. Since the reach truck would be a heavier
machine for higher height, it would entail a 200 mm
increase in aisle width to 2800 mm. This would limit
the increase in pallet positions. The client also
wanted to move pallets between the two
warehouses, for which we proposed a powered
pallet truck. The total requirement came to 2 reach
trucks and a powered pallet truck. This would also
require 3 operators for each shift.

We believed the Godrej Articulated Forklift was a
better answer to their problem and proposed this
machine also. The aisle width actually reduced to
from the current 2600 mm to 2300 mm, while allowing the customer to go higher with G+5 racking.
Since the articulated truck is almost like a conventional counterbalance forklift it would also perform
the function of transferring pallets between
warehouses. Just one truck with one operator
answered both issues of increasing storage space
and material transfer.

The benefits this auto component
manufacturer gained are:
t Lower capex: Two reach trucks and
one pallet truck replaced with one
articulated forklift
t Superior space utilization: They could go
G+5 and also reduce aisle width
t Lower manpower costs: One operator
in lieu of three
t Lower spares inventory
t Lower energy consumption for charging
traction batteries
After experiencing these benefits at the
first location, the client invested in two more
Godrej Articulated Forklifts for warehouses
at other locations.
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CROWN FINDS MIDDLE GROUND
WITH THE NEW QUICKPICK REMOTE ADVANCE SYSTEM
Primary Truck Components

N

ot so long ago, automation was an all or nothing
deal. When it came to storage, it was pallet
racks or an automated storage and retrieval system.
When it came to the movement of goods, it was lift
trucks or automatic guided vehicles.
With the introduction of the QuickPick Remote
Advance system, Crown Equipment is staking out a
position in the middle ground between conventional
materials handling and automation.
As part of a picking solution, Crown has added a
wireless remote control system to its Crown PC 4500
Series of center control rider pallet trucks. The
operator wears a specially-designed remote glove or
trigger mechanism. Both remotes feature a
thumb-actuated button that operators press to
advance the truck to the next pick slot. A wireless
transceiver module that snaps into a holder on the
back of the glove periodically transmits and receives
RF signals from an RF tower located on the truck.
Onboard lasers detect objects that might be in the
path of the vehicle and can also make minor
course corrections.
The idea is that an order selector no longer has to
climb on and off of a pallet truck for each new pick.
Instead, the operator walks from one pick location to
the next and advances the vehicle with the remote
control. When all the items for that pallet have been
picked, the order selector can climb onboard and
drive the pallet to a drop off location.
While the vehicle is more expensive than a traditional
center control rider pallet truck, the ROI comes from
the additional productivity of order selectors who
aren’t hopping on and off their vehicle between every
pick. More importantly, putting the new vehicles to
work does not require a special IT infrastructure or
software programming. It’s simply a matter of
training operators to use the remote controls and
they’re up and running.

The QuickPick Remote system allows the operator to
move the truck remotely to the next pick location by
simply pressing a button on the wireless remote.
Operational advantages include:
t Easy system setup
t No additional IT investment or support.
 t Self-contained solution which operates independently
of the warehouse network and does not consume
valuable network bandwidth
t Stepping onto the platform automatically turns off the
QuickPick Remote feature (Status light will turn off)
and transforms the truck into a Standard GPC 3000
low-level order picker.

QuickPick Remote helps you avoid picking errors, product damage or injuries
by minimizing rushed, inefficient and fatiguing actions.

VIEW THE VIDEO
to find out more about Crown's exclusive
QuickPick Remote. Additional information about Crown’s ideas for helping its
customers advance the productivity of
their operations and accomplish more
can be found at crown.com.
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NEW TENNANT T17
GET A FULL SHIFT PERFORMANCE ON A SINGLE BATTERY CHARGE

The Tennant company recently
introduced the machine T17
which is battery powered, cost
effective, easy to operate, safe
and environment friendly.

T

ennant Company, a world leader in designing,
manufacturing and marketing solutions that help
create a cleaner, safer, healthier world, recently
launched its latest high-performance machine—the
T17
Battery-Powered
Rider
Scrubber—to
complement its full line of cleaning solutions, which
offer full shift cleaning in a single battery charge.
With its rugged engineering and appealing design,
the T17 provides the quality, customers have come
to expect from Tennant. And what comes additional
to it is our robust sales & service support in India.

The T17 addresses your key business
challenges
REDUCE COST TO CLEAN
Productivity
Clean a 7-8 hour shift in economy mode,
on a single charge, with the largest available
battery capacity in its class and reduce costs
with maintenance-free brushless scrub and
propel motors.

Durability
Protect your investment with a highperformance scrubber that with stands wear
and tear in the harshest environments.
HEALTH & SAFETY
Help maintain a safe environment with reduced
risk of slips and falls with our excellent water
recovery system.
ENHANCE FACILITY IMAGE
Maintain a high standard of consistently
clean floors in your facility with a highperformance scrub system that delivers signifiicant cleaning power
EASY OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
Maximize uptime with easy-to-use operator
controls and yellow touch points that provide
quick identification to maintenance locations.
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NEW TENNANT T17
GET A FULL SHIFT PERFORMANCE ON A SINGLE BATTERY CHARGE
“DESIGNED TO HELP REDUCE YOUR COST TO CLEAN,
IMPROVEFACILITY IMAGE, AND PROVIDE A SAFE ENVIRONMENT”
Largest available battery capacity
provides increased cleaning productivity

1-StepTM start button simplifies operator training with
controls that enable scrubbing systems to be activated
with a single large green button

Debris basket
prevents clogging

Full front shroud provides
operator protection

Wrap-around steel bumper
helps protect your investment
Yellow touch points save
time and ensure proper
maintenance
Maintenance-free AC propel system
extends component life through the use of a
sealed, controlled-speed, brushless motor
Cylindrical scrub head for
scrubbing and sweeping
in a single pass

Cushioned stacked rollers provide a
layer of protection while maneuvering

Swinging squeegee provides
excellent water recovery to help
reduce slips and falls

Optional right hand or dual
sweeping side brushes for
edge-to-edge cleaning efficiency

Optional dry sweeping system
captures debris and dust effectively
for easy disposal.

Disk scrub head for effective
scrubbing and simple no-tool brush
change.

Scrubbing side brush for increased
reach allowing edge-to-edge cleaning
and 30% wider scrub path.

For more information contact or visit www.tennantco.com

We hope that this issue was of value to you.
If you have any queries or questions about

In case of any queries, feel to contact: Arnab Ghosh | Manager - Marketing

our products, feel free to get in touch with

Godrej Material Handling,

Ph: +9122 6796 4660

us. You can send us your query on the email

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.,

Fax: +91 22 6796 1519

address below to ask for information or visit

Plant 16, Pirojshanagar,

Email: mhemktg@godrej.com

our website.

Vikhroli, Mumbai - 400 079

www.godrejmhe.in
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